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Abstract
Tsaranov and Seidel dene a map from trees to two-graphs. Cameron gives another map from
C-trees to two-graphs. Covington associates rooted C-trees with N -free graphs. By modifying
slightly his method, we dene a bijection between rooted C-trees and N -free graphs. Using this,
we give a detailed proof of Cameron’s theorem on construction of two-graphs from C-trees. c©
2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Two-graphs and C -tree
In the present note, we will use most of the terminology and notations given in
[2]. Let (V;
) be a two-graph, where 
 is a set of 3-element subsets of V with the
property that any 4-subset of V contains an even number of members of 
. Given a
graph   = (V; E), let 
 be the set of 3-subsets of V which contain an odd number
of edges of  . Then (V;
) is a two-graph. For a subset U of V , let (U ) be the
operation of switching   with respect to U which replaces all edges from U to VnU
by nonedges, and all nonedges by edges, leaving adjacencies within U or within VnU
unaltered. Switching denes an equivalence relation on the set of all graphs with vertex
set V , and there is a bijection between two-graphs and switching classes of graphs
on V . For v2V , we denote by (v) the switching with respect to fvg and call a
vertex-switching. Since for any subsets U1; U2 of V , (U1)(U2) = (U1 4 U2), for
any U = fv1; v2; : : : ; vkgV , we have
(U ) = (v1)(v2)    (vk):
Hence any switching is a composition of vertex-switchings.
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Proposition 1. Let   = (V; E) be a graph. We denote by c( ) the complementary
graph  c of  . For a subset U of V; let (U ) be the operation of switching   with
respect to U . Then
(U )(c( )) = c((U )( )):
Proof. It is sucient to show when U = fvg, v2V . It is evident that a vertex u is
adjacent to v in (v)(c( )) if and only if it is so in c((v)( )). Moreover, we have
(v)(c( nfvg)) = c((v)( nfvg)) = c( )nfvg.
If a graph   contains no path of length 3, it is called an N -free graph. If an N -free
graph is connected, its complement is disconnected. A two-graph (V;
) is said to
be pentagon-free if the corresponding switching class contains no graph which has a
5-cycle as an induced subgraph. Now we have
Proposition 2. A two-graph (V;
) is pentagon-free if and only if the corresponding
switching class contains an N -free graph.
Proof. Assume that the switching class contains a graph   which has a 5-cycle. We
will show that no switching   gives an N -free graph. Switching the 5-cycle with
respect to a vertex outside it gives another 5-cycle. Switching the 5-cycle with respect
to any of its vertices produces a path of length 3. Any composition of those operations
of vertex-switching does not lose a path of length 3. Hence any switching   gives a
graph with some path of length 3 as a subgraph.
Conversely, assume that any graph in the switching class contains some path of
length 3. Let   be a graph in the switching class and v1v2v3v4 a path of length 3 in it.
We will prove that some operation of switching   yields a graph with some 5-cycle.
Take another vertex (v5) of  . If v1; v2; v3; v4 and v5 make a 5-cycle, we have done. If
v5 is adjacent to v2; v3 and not adjacent to v1; v4, the operation of switching with respect
to v5 gives a 5-cycle v1v2v3v4v5. If v5 is not adjacent to v1; v2; v3; v4, by switching with
respect to fv1; v4g, we obtain a 5-cycle v1v2v3v4v5. If the subgraph on fv1; v2; v3; v4; v5g
is none of 4 types described above, by some switching, the path of length 3 vanishes.
If the subgraph on any path of length 3 and any other vertex is none of 4 types, by
some switching   produces an N -free graph. We have a contradiction. Hence   has a
path of length 3 which yields a 5-cycle by switching.
Let T be a C-tree such that its internal vertices are coloured with two colours,
say, black and white. Let 
 be the set of triples xyz of menbers of the set X of
end vertices of T for which the paths joining x; y; and z meet at a black vertex. Then,
(X;
) is a two-graph. We call this construction Cameron’s construction of two-graphs.
Interchange the colours black and white of a C-tree T , we get a C-tree, which gives
the complementary two-graph, and call it the complementary C-tree and denote it by
T c. The C-tree giving rise to a xed two-graph is not unique.
(i) For any C-tree, we always contract all edges joining two internal vertices of the
same colour.
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In the present paper, we treat a C-tree with one distinguished internal vertex. The
distinguished vertex is referred as a root of the C-tree. A C-tree with a specied root
is said to be a C-tree with root or rooted C-tree. We denote a C-tree with root r by
T (r) and , moreover, denote it by T (r(w)) (resp. T (r(b))) if the colour of the root r
is white (resp. black).
Divalent vertices of a C-tree have no eect on the two-graph.
(ii) For any C-tree with root, all divalent vertices except the root are suppressed.
Notice that the operations on a C-tree given by (i) and (ii) above do not aect the
two-graph [2]. Let T1(r1) and T2(r2) be rooted C-trees.
(iii) We dene that T1(r1) and T2(r2) are equivalent if they are isomorphic as C-trees
when any divalent root of them is suppressed and the edge joining two internal vertices
of the same colour is contracted.
Cameron constructs the C-tree from a given two-graph in [2]. In the present paper,
rstly, we will associate a rooted C-tree with an N -free graph by slightly modifying
Covington’s method in [3]. Using this, we get a bijection of C-trees and two-graphs.
Now, for a given N -free graph   = (V; E), we construct a rooted C-tree by induction
on the number of vertices of   in the following way.
(1) Let   be a 1-vertex graph (fvg; ;). Then its C-tree has the black root r which
is adjacent to v. We denote this C-tree by Tv(r(b)), that is,
Tv(r(b)) = (fr; vg; frvg):
(2) When   is disconnected, let  1;  2; : : : ;  m be connected components of  . As-
sume that each  i has the C-tree Ti(ri(b)) with black root ri (see (4) below). We
construct a C-tree of  , by linking a new white root r to each Ti(ri(b)) with the
edge rri, (16i6m). Each root ri becomes a black internal vetex. We denote this
construction by
T (r(w)) = T1(r1(b)) +   + Tm(rm(b)):
(3) If T (r) is the C-tree of  , the C-tree of the complementary graph  c is the
complementary C-tree T c(r). Hence the colour of the root of T c(r) is the opposite
colour of that of T (r).
(4) If   is connected, as it is N -free,  c is disconnected. Let  c1;  
c
2; : : : ;  
c
m
be connected components of  c. Let T ci (ri(b)) be the C-tree of  
c
i with black
root ri; (16i6m). We construct the C-tree T c(r(w)) by the method described in (2),
that is,
T c(r(w)) = T c1 (r1(b)) +   + T cm(rm(b)):
The C-tree of   is the complement of T c(r(w)) and given by
T (r(b)) = T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w));
where Ti(ri(w)) is the complement of T ci (ri(w)). Note that a C-tree of a connected
N -free graph has a black root.
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(5) Contract all divalent internal vertices which are adjacent to end vertices.
Let T (r) be the C-tree derived from a given N -free graph   by the method described
above. We call T (r) the C-tree of   with root r. If   is disconnected (resp. connected),
the colour of the root r of the C-tree is white (resp. black) and the root r is adjacent to
end vertices or black (resp. white) internal vertices which are adjacent to end vertices
or white (resp. black) internal vertices, and so on.
Put  12 = (fv1; v2g; ;) and  22 = (fv1; v2g; fv1v2g). Then their C-trees are
T 12 (r(w)) = (fr; v1; v2g; frv1; rv2g)
and
T 22 (r(b)) = (fr; v1; v2g; frv1; rv2g)
respectively. For
 13 = (fv1; v2; v3g; ;);  23 = (fv1; v2; v3g; fv2v3g);
 33 = (fv1; v2; v3g; fv1v2; v1v3; v2v3g);
the corresponding C-trees are
T 13 (r(w)) = (fr; v1; v2; v3g; frv1; rv2; rv3g);
T 23 (r(w)) = (fr; b; v1; v2; v3g; frv1; rb; bv2; bv3g)
and
T 33 (r(b)) = (fr; v1; v2; v3g; frv1; rv2; rv3g);
respectively, where b is a black internal vertex.
Using the above construction, we obtain by induction:
Theorem 3. There is a bijection between N -free graphs and rooted C-trees which
sends any N -free graph   to its C-tree T (r) and the complement  c to the comple-
mentary C-tree T c(r).
In the next section, we will prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let (V;
) be a pentagon-free two-graph. Let   be an N -free graph in
the corresponding switching class and T be its C-tree. Then the two-graph arising
from T by Cameron’s construction is just (V;
).
Lemma 5. Let   be an N -free graph and T (r) be its C-tree. If a graph  0 ob-
tained by switching   is N -free; the corresponding C-tree T 0(r0) is equivalent to
T (r). Conversely; let T (r) and T 0(r0) be equivalent C-trees. Then; the corresponding
N -free graphs are switching equivalent.
Combining Theorem 3 and Lemmas 4, 5, we can prove:
Theorem 6. There is a bijection between pentagon-free two-graphs and equivalence
classes of rooted C-trees.
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Proof. Let (V;
) be a pentagon-free two-graph. Then, its switching class contains
an N -free graph  . We can send (V;
) to the equivalence class determined by the
C-tree of  . Conversely, for any rooted C-tree in an equivalence class, we have the
corresponding N -free graph which determines the pentagon-free two-graph.
Evidently, the above theorem is equivalent to the following result of Cameron (see
Theorem 5:1 in [2])
Theorem (Cameron [1]). (i) A two-graph arises from a C-tree by Cameron’s con-
struction if and only if it does not contain a pentagon as an induced substructure.
(ii) C-trees give isomorphic two-graphs by Cameron’s construction if and only if
they are equivalent.
2. Proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5
Before we prove Lemma 4, we prepare a lemma.
Lemma 7. Let   be a connected N -free graph and T (r) be its C-tree with root r.
Vertices v1 and v2 of   are adjacent (resp. nonadjacent) if and only if the path from
r to v1 and that from r to v2 in T (r) branch o at a black (resp. white) internal
point.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the number n of vertices of  . It is true
when its number is less than 4. Assume that the result is true when it is less than n. As
  is a connected N -free graph, its complement  c is disconnected. Let  c1;  
c
2; : : : ;  
c
m
be the connected components of  c, and T c1 ; T
c
2 ; : : : ; T
c
m be their C-trees, respectively.
Assume that v1 and v2 are adjacent. If they are contained in the same connected
component, say, T ci , as they are nonadjacent in T
c
i , two paths from the root of Ti to
v1 and to v2 branch o at a white vertex in T ci , (hence in T
c). Thus they branch o at
the corresponding black vertex in T . If v1 and v2 are contained in dierent connected
components, say, v1 2T ci , v2 2Tj, two paths from the root of T c to v1 and to v2 branch
o at the white root r of T c. Hence, they branch o at the black root of T .
Conversely, assume that v1 and v2 are nonadjacent. As they are adjacent in  c, they
belong to the same connected component, say,  ci , and two paths from tne root of Ti
to v1 and to v2 branch o at a black vertex in T ci , (hence in T
c). Thus they branch
o at the corresponding white vertex in T .
Proof of Lemma 4. Let (V;
1) be the two-graph arising from the C-tree by Cameron’s
construction. We prove the result by induction. It is true when the number of vertices
of   is less than 4. Assume the result is true when it is less than n. Firstly, we sup-
pose that   is disconnected. Let  1;  2; : : : ;  m be the connected components of  ,
and T1; T2; : : : ; Tm be the corresponding C-trees, respectively. Assume three dierent
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vertices x; y; z are contained in the same connected component, say, Ti. Then xyz 2

if and only if xyz 2
1 by induction. If they belong to dierent connected components,
say, z 2Ti; y2Tj; z 2Tk , then xyz 62
 and xyz 62
1. Assume that two of three vertices
belong to the same component and the other belongs to another component, for exam-
ple, x; y2Ti and z 2Tj. as by Lemma 7, x and y are adjacent if and only if two paths
from the root of Ti branch o at a black vertex in Ti, xyz 2
 if and only if xyz 2
1.
Next, suppose that   is connected. Take the complement  c of   and its C-tree
T c. Let (V;
c) be the two-graph determined by  c and (V;
c1) be that arising from
the C-tree T c by Cameron’s construction. Then 
c =
c1. It is evident that (V;

c) and
(V;
c1) are the complementary two-graphs of (V;
) and (V;
1), respectively.
Proof of Lemma 5. (a) Assume that   and  0 are switching equivalent.
It is sucient to show when  0 is obtained by a vertex-switching operation (v).
As the result is true when the number of vertices of   is less than 4, we suppose that
it is more than 3.
(1) Assume that v is an isolated vertex of  .
(1.1) Suppose that the connected components of   are fvg and .
Let T(r(b)) be the C-tree of  and Tv(rv(b)) be the C-tree of the vertex v. Then,
the C-tree T (r(w)) of   is given by
T (r(w)) = Tv(rv(b)) + T(r(b)):
Let c1; 
c
2; : : : ; 
c
m be the connected components of 
c. Let T ci (ri(b)) be the C-tree of
ci ; (16i6m). Then we have
T(r(b)) = T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
The connected components of the complement of  0=(v)( ) are fvg and c1; c2; : : : ; cm.
Hence the C-tree of  0 is obtained by
T 0(r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
Since the root of T (r(w)) is divalent, T (r(w)) and T 0(r(b)) are equivalent.
(1.2) Suppose that the connected components of   are fvg and  1;  2; : : : ;  m.
Let Ti(ri(b)) be the C-tree of  i; (16i6m). The C-tree of   is given by
T (r(w)) = Tv(rv(b)) + T1(r1(b)) +   + Tm(rm(b)):
The complement of  0 = (v)( ) has the two connected components fvg and, say,
c. As the complement of c consists of  1;  2; : : : ;  m, the C-tree T c (r(b)) of 
c is
given by
T c (r(b)) = T
c(r1(w)) +   + T c(rm(w));
where T ci (ri(w)) is the complementary C-tree of Ti(ri(b)); (16i6m).
Then, the complementary C-tree of T c (r(b)) is
T(r(w)) = T (r1(b)) +   + T (rm(b)):
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Now, the C-tree of  0 is given by
T 0(r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T(r(w)):
As the black root of T 0(r(b)) is divalent, we can see that T 0(r(b)) is equivalent
to T (r(w)).
(2) Assume that v is not an isolated vertex of  , and that   and  0 are disconnected.
We may suppose that   has connected components  and 1; 2; : : : ; k , where v is
a vertex of . Let Tv(rv(b)) be the C-tree of fvg. Let Pj(pj(b)) be the C-tree of
j; (16j6k).
(2.1) Suppose that nfvg is connected.
We will show that v is adjacent to all vertices of nfvg. Assume that there are
vertices v1; v2 of nfvg such that v is adjacent to v1 and nonadjacent to v2, and v1 is
adjacent to v2. Let v3 be any vertex of some j. Then v2v1vv3 is a path of length 3
in  0 = (v)( ). We have a contradiction.
Let c1; 
c
2; : : : ; 
c
m be the connected components of the complement of nfvg. Then
the connected components of the complement of  are fvg and c1; c2; : : : ; cm. Let
T ci (ri(b)) be the C-tree of 
c
i and Ti(ri(w)) be the complementary C-tree of T
c
i (ri(b));
(16i6m). The C-tree T(r(b)) of  is given by
T(r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
The C-tree of   is
T (r(w)) = T(r(b)) + P1(p1(b)) +   + Pk(pk(b)):
The connected components of  0 = (u)( ) are nfvg and the other, say, , which
consists of fvg and 1; 2; : : : ; k . Let fvg and  be the components of the com-
plement of . The components of the complements c of  are 1; 2; : : : ; m. Put
1 = nfvg. The C-tree T1 (r1 (b)) of 1 is given by
T1 (r1 (b)) = T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
On the other hand, the C-tree T(r(b)) of  is obtained by
T(r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T c(r(w));
where T c(r(w)) is the C-tree of 
c given by
T c(r(w)) = P1(p1(b)) +   + Pk(pk(b)):
Now, the C-tree T 0(r(w)) of  0 is given by
T 0(r(w)) = T1 (r1 (b)) + T(r(b)):
Since the root r of T 0 is divalent, we can see that T 0 is equivalent to T .
(2.2) Suppose that nfvg is disconnected.
Let 1; 2; : : : ; m be the connected components of nfvg, and T1(r1(b));
T2(r2(b)); : : : ; Tm(rm(b)) be their C-trees, respectively. Let fvg and  be the connected
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components of the complement of . The connected components of the complement
c of  are 1; 2; : : : ; m. Hence the C-tree of c is given by
T c(r(w)) = T1(r1(b)) +   + Tm(rm(b))
and the C-tree of  is given by
T(r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T c(r(w)):
Then, the C-tree of   is obtained by
T (r(w)) = T(r(b)) + P1(p1(b)) +   + Pk(pk(b)):
As  0 has the same structure as  , it is easy to see that the C-tree of  0 is isomorphic
to T (r(w)).
(3) Assume that   is connected.
If  nfvg is disconnected, we can see that v is adjacent to all vertices of
 nfvg and that  0 is disconnected.
Assume that  nfvg is connected and that v is not adjacent to all vertices of  nfvg.
Let V1 be the set of all vertices of  nfvg which are adjacent to v, and set
V2 = Vn(fvg [ V1). If v1(2V1) and v2(2V2) are adjacent, then any u2(2V2) which
is adjacent to v2 is also adjacent to v1, because the reverse implies there is a path of
length 3 in  . Moreover, any u1 2V1 which is adjacent to v1 is also adjacent to v2,
because if it is not so,  0 has a path of length 3. In this way, since  nfvg is connected,
we can see that any vertex v1 in V1 and any vertex v2 in V2 are adjacent. When,  nfvg
is connected and v is adjacent to all vertices of  nfvg,  0 is disconnected.
(3.1) Suppose that  nfvg is connected and  0 is disconnected.
As described above, v is adjacent to all vertices of  nfvg. Let  c1;  c2; : : : ;  cm be the
connected components of the complement of  nfvg. Let Ti(ri(w)) be the complement
of the C-tree of  ci ; (16i6m). Then the C-tree of   is given by
T (r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
On the other hand, the connected component of  0 are fvg and  nfvg. Set = nfvg.
The C-tree of  is given by
T(r(b)) = T1(r1(w)) +   + Tm(rm(w)):
Hence the C-tree of  0 is obtained by
T 0(r(w)) = Tv(rv(b)) + T(r(b)):
As the white root r of T 0(r(w)) is divalent, T 0(r(w)) is equivalent to T (r(b)).
(3.2) Suppose that  nfvg and  0 are connected.
Let V1 be the set of vertices in V which are adjacent to v, and V2 be the set of
vertices in V which are not adjacent to v. Any vertex in V1 is adjacent to all vertices
in V2. The complement of   is contained in the case treated in (2.1). Hence, using
Proposition 1, we can see the result.
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(3.3) Suppose that  nfvg is disconnected.
Let  1;  2; : : : ;  m be the connected components of  nfvg. Also, v is adjacent to
all of the vertices of  nfvg. Let Ti(ri(b)) be the C-tree of  i; (16i6m). The C-tree
T 0(r(w)) of  0 is obtained by
T 0(r(w)) = Tv(rv(b)) + T1(r1(b)) +   + Tm(rm(b)):
Let fvg and  be the connected components of  c. As the connected components of
complement c are  1;  2; : : : ;  m, the complement T c (r(w)) of the C-tree of  is
given by
T c (r(w)) = T1(r1(b)) +   + Tm(rm(b)):
The C-tree T (r(b)) of   is obtained by
T (r(b)) = Tv(rv(w)) + T c (r(w)):
Since the black root r of T is divalent, T (r(b)) is equivalent to T 0(r(w)).
(b) Assume that T (r) and T 0(r0) are equivalent.
We may suppose that r is a divalent white root and that r0 is not divalent. Now we
can write T (r) as
T (r(w)) = T1(r1(b)) + T2(r2(b)):
Each end vertex of T1(r1(b)) is not adjacent to any end vertex of T2(r2(b)) in  . We
can put
T1(r1(b)) = T11(r11(w)) +   + T1m(r1m(w));
T2(r2(b)) = T21(r21(w)) +   + T2k(r2k(w)):
Then, we may consider T 0(r0) as
T 0(r0(b)) = T11(r11(w)) +   + T1m(r1m(w)) + T21(r21(w)) +   + T2k(r2k(w)):
Now, by taking the complement of  0 and its C-tree
T 0c(r0(w)) = T c11(r11(b)) +   + T c1m(r1m(b)) + T c21(r21(b)) +   + T c2k(r2k(b));
we can see that each end vertex of T1(r1(b)) is adjacent to all end vertices of T2(r2(b))
in  0. There is no other dierence between   and  0. Hence  0 is obtained by switching
of   with respect to the end vertices of T1(r1(b)).
3. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [4].
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